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COTTON CULTIVATION WITH TRACTORS

BY E. HOLEKAMP, W. I. THOMAS, K. R. FROST*

INTRODUCTION

The competition between cotton plants and weeds for the es-
sentials to plant growth is an important problem confronting
the grower. The process of eliminating the weed competition
should not excessively raise the costs of production, injure the
plants, or adversely affect the soil. However, certain weedy field
conditions may justify rotating with other crops which enable
better weed control and possibly higher profits over a period of
years. Present methods of weed control in general include physi-
cal, chemical, and flame destruction of the weed, applied primarily
in early stages of growth when it is most susceptible to injury.

The four -row tractor -mounted cultivator can effectively destroy
the weeds in 60 to 80 acres a day at a cost of less than 25 cents
per acre under ideal conditions. The mechanical destruction of
weeds competes favorably under present conditions of labor, fuel,
and chemical costs. Chemical, flame, and manual control methods
are supplementary measures.

It is essential that cultivators be properly adjusted and operated,
otherwise cotton fields will require considerable hoeing or a de-
crease in production will result. Proper adjustment of the culti-
vator is made difficult by the precise setting required for each
cultivation, the different weeding tools used, and the wide vari-
ation in construction of tractors and cultivators on the market.

The results reported here were obtained from studies conducted
under the Regional Research and Marketing Act to aid those in-
terested in improving cotton growing conditions, lowering the
cost of production, and increasing the yield per acre. It is hoped
that cultivation procedures discussed will aid the grower in ad-
justing and operating his machinery more efficiently.

REASONS FOR CULTIVATION

The cultivation of cotton fields consumes a considerable part
of the grower's time and expense prior to harvest There are sev-
eral reasons for the cultivation of the crop, namely:

(1) To control weeds
(2) To secure water penetration under silt condi-

tions
(3) To hill the plants to prevent lodging
(4) To open the middles and prevent debris col-

lection

*Assistant agricultural engineer, assistant agronomist, and assistant agri-
cultural engineer, respectively, in the Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Arizona.
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Plate I.- Arrangement of bar -off disks, 8 -inch sweeps, and large rear -
furrow sweep for cultivation after first irrigation. Wheels are used to con-
trol depth of disks and sweeps.

(5) To kill insects that live in the soil at certain
times of the year

(6) To shape beds for irrigation and harvesting.

Obviously, the main reason for cultivation is weed control and
the skill required is dependent upon the number and kinds of
weeds. Generally the broad -leaved weeds are easier to control
than grasses. Moisture and fertility of the soil, rapidity of growth
of the young weeds, and speed and depth of germination of weeds
are also factors to consider during the cultivating period. Young
Johnson grass will grow 8 to 10 inches in a week under favorable
conditions after emergence and at this time will start to store
food reserves. Many young weeds will delay growth for several
days after emergence and this is of considerable advantage.

Weeds will damage the crop in many ways, but the most im-
portant is the shading of the crop. This is the reason cotton is
generally thinned early to eliminate weeds in the row and late -
thinned cotton is less severely thinned to more effectively shade
the weeds. Other undesirable effects are competition for nutrients
and moisture and weed interference with harvesting of the crop.
Not only is quality of product lowered, but there have been cases
where it was necessary to leave the crop unharvested.

It is true that competition for moisture and nutrients is an im-
portant factor; however, until the crop is crowded or shaded it
will not be directly injured. Too thick a stand of young cotton in
which thinning has been delayed will give a weed effect.
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Plate IL-- -- Cotton field after early cultivation befó first irrigi ". Note
shoulders formed by bar -off disks and furrow's Marte by furrowers,

It has been noted that weeds may harbor insect pests and in
this way are harmful to the crop, yet there,.are cases where in-
sects have fed on the young weeds in cotton fields and not dam-
aged the cotton plants until the weeds were'hoed. The harvester
ant will feed on puncture vine in this manner. Large weeds in
cotton can also be detrimental as they will interfere with cultiva-
tion. There have been cases where large pigweed (Amaranthus
spp.) and Johnson grass have been hoed and laced between rows,
preventing tractor cultivation until remove:

Because of packing the middles by the trator wheels, exces-
sive cultivation defeats the purpose of tilling to secure water
penetration; however, by proper arrangement of cultivator tools
this can be prevented.*

KINDS OF 'WEEDS

Johnson grass is a very persistent and troublesome weed of the
perennial kind. The area between the rows can be kept clean by
sweep cultivation if performed frequently. Where Johnson grass
prevails the field should be cultivated every, ten days to two
weeks. The drill or space in the. row between plants must be
hoed. 'Fields are generally used in this maner until they cease
to be profitable, at which time grain or other winter crops are
planted and the field fallowed during the summer. The drying
and burning out of a Johnson grass field is quite difficult. A bet-
ter practice is to irrigate the field to promote growth of the grass.
When: it is about 6 to 10 inches tall, it should be turn; sunder
' Arizona General Bulletin 135. Field Experiments with Cotton. R.S.
Hawkins.
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and re- irrigated and the plowing repeated. Only in this manner
can the root reserves of this plant be exhausted. Isolated clumps
can be dug with a shovel, but should it be at all extensive this is
an expensive operation. Cattle can be pastured in young cotton
where Johnson grass is prevalent. Certain chemicals, mainly
oil sprays, are used on ditch banks for weed control but this is
quite expensive unless positive kills are obtained.

Perennial morning glory or bindweed, as true with most other
perennials, can be treated like Johnson grass, but offers less com-
petition inasmuch as it does not shade the cotton plants. If hoed
in the rows and cultivated between rows, the control may prove
to be expensive but a fair crop yield with minimum spreading
may be obtained.

Annual weeds are less difficult to control than perennials in cot-
ton rows. Hoeing or cultivating after irrigating is usually suffi-
cient to eradicate weeds of this kind.

TIME OF CULTIVATION

During the time the weeds are in the seedling stage they are
the easiest to eradicate. If the seedbed has been properly pre-
pared and planted without undue soil disturbance, weeds (John-
son and Bermuda grass excepted) do not generally appear in the
young cotton until it has been irrigated. Thus the first irrigation
should be delayed until the cotton plants are large enough to be
hilled with soil at the time the young weeds are smothered by
soil covering. Weeds between rows can be sheared by flat -set
sweeps. If Johnson grass prevails, rather large sweeps should be
used. A set of disks is placed close to the plants to bar -off the
drill as near as possible (Plate I) . An opener sweep or furrower
is used at the rear between rows to leave a furrow for irrigation
and to remove any tractor wheel marks. If the drill row gets
weedy and cannot be covered or smothered with soil, a hoeing
job is necessary unless a rotary hoe (see section on rotary hoe)
can be used. At times fields are spike -tooth harrowed where the
stand of cotton is thick and a weedy condition exists.

Determining the time to cultivate is probably one of the most
important phases of tractor cultivation. It should be delayed un-
til the weeds are emerging (freckled ground) , but coverage must
be provided before they get too tall to cover. If the field is culti-
vated too soon the weeds continue to grow through the soil cover.
They should be leafed out to be properly smothered. Obviously,
the soil condition will affect the time of cultivation. It is poor
practice to delay cultivation until the time the soil breaks into
clods, yet it is likewise unfortunate to puddle the soil by too early
a cultivation. Variable soil textures and elevations in the field
will cause some disturbance as all parts of the row and field will
not be ready to cultivate at the same time. Generally it is neces-
sary to wait until there is a cloddy condition in the lower parts at
least.



Plate III.- \rrangement of sweeps early in season With side or halt 4.:
sweeps close to planta. Depth of sweeps hydraulically 'controlled b trac
for operator.

,CULTIVATING,... EQUIPMENT °:

The tractor equipped with sweeps and disks does Most of t the
work formerly done by hoes in an effective, efficient, and sys
tematic manner. There are many ways to arrange these cultivator
tools, though it is difficult to set rules that rigidly apply to ,

conditions. Trial arrangements and experience seem to be': -

best: solution to this problem. Several popular suggestions' a
presented here as a guide.

The simplest type of weeding instrument is the hoe and it has
been stated often that the man with the hoe has not been given
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Plate IV.- Infestation of Johnson grass before and after third cultivation
and irrigation. Lower view, three days after cultivation with sweeps.

proper credit. Removal of large weeds must be done in this man-
ner. It is surprising how few individuals really know how to use
a hoe or can use it with precision. The improper use of a hoe can
distort a bed or leave a part of the stem exposed to discharge
water and produce new growth. By leaving a wet surface or hoe
mark or by missing many small weeds the operation can cause
considerably more work at a later date. Many do not realize that
dragging dry soil from the middles and covering small weeds is
much more effective than chopping them. It is difficult to learn
how to swing the hoe from row to row by alternate sliding
through the hands in a systematic manner.



Plate °...-- Built -up sweeps for opening furrows
controlled hydraulically for depth of ;penetration.

ili'.CiJ,

One important difficulty in cultivation is caused by hang soil
of various types or degrees of tilth in the same bed. The 'sweeps,'
disks,' or shovels do' not make uniform cuts and fills under these
conditions. Tractors with hydraulic depth 'control have the ad-
vantage here, but many cultivators are still equipped with depth
levers and gage wheels. Sweeps must not leave a face or shear
mark along the center line of travel where, the plate ,attaches
to the shank. This prevents dry soil coverage `similar to that often
left by a hoe.

Sweeps are carbon- steel, knife -edged tools with a V- shape that
offers shearing action to the roots and soil. Sharp thin edges on
the sweeps cause less draft and more effective shearing action.
They are made in sizes varying from a few fiches to 12 inches or
moi e in width. Halfr veeps or side sweeps-ire special kinds to
cultivate close to the plant, especially designed to throw soil
around the cotton plants covering the small weeds. High -speed
sweeps have recently been designed to operate at 5 to 7 miles per
hour without throwing soil too far.

Sweeps are popular tools becau. se they do: not disturb the crop
roots yet till the surface and destroy the eeds. After :a root
system has developed it is necessary to avoid openers that till
deeper than sweeps. It is essential that sweeps be set at the
proper angle so that it neither has too much or too little suction.
A slicing action is desirable, usually obtained by setting the sweep
flat on a plane surface.

Disks are used for Wiling and barring -of . (throwing soft away
from the plant) . They aid in weed control and loosen the soil so
the sweeps will penetrate more readily where the soil is hard or
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Plate VI.- Tractor cultivator equipped with shields to protect cotton
plants from sharp corners. Sweeps and hiller disks are mounted on gangs
for cultivation at the end of the season. Note the large sweeps at rear
of tractor wheel.

firm. The setting of the disks for depth and suction is very im-
portant since angling the disk throws the soil more or less (suc-
tion) and adjusting the disk shank sets the depth relative to the
sweeps.

Furrowers are small middle- busters or lister -plows, shaped for
throwing the soil from the center toward the rows. Its use will
maintain irrigation furrows, remove debris from the center, and
control weed growth. The surface soil packed by the tractor
wheel will be disturbed by the furrower, allowng better water
penetration.

Depth gage wheels are mounted on shovel gangs to keep the
unit at the adjusted depth. Any irregularities in the soil surface
will cause deep and shallow penetration of the openers unless
depth controls are provided hydraulically or by wheels (Plate I) .

Rotary hoes are not generally used in Arizona cotton fields.
There are conditions under which rotary hoes might be used to
advantage such as when watering -up a partial stand and when it
is not possible to fully dirt the rows because of the young plants.
They can also be used when cotton does not make normal growth
before irrigation is necessary, where a crust forms over a recently
planted field after a rain, and where cotton is flat planted.

Recently there has been developed a number of tractor -mounted
rotary hoes for use with cultivating equipment. Trials with these
implements indicate that:
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1. They must be operated at higher speeds than
normally used in small cotton to be effective.

2. They obstruct the view . of the row so that the
operator tends to destroy cotton plants with
closely set bar -off disks.

3. When operated in this manner they tend to un-
cover any cotton plants that may have been
covered by a previous cultivation.

4. When operated without the bar -off disks be-
fore a cultivation there should be an interval
of a few days for the plants to straighten up
if they are at all large; otherwise, the disks
will cut out some plants.

5. There should be an interval of several days
after a cultivation before the rotary hoe is
used to avoid uncovering weeds.

6. They are more useful on the lighter soil types
and bedded land.

7. On very heavy soils that do not dry out well
before clods begin to form, their use was un-
successful. When they broke up the clods they
injured the cotton plants by pulling them up.

8. Because of the speed necessary to operate ro-
tary hoes there is no advantage of the integral
type over a drawbar type; in fact, mounting
these implements is quite difficult and unless
one has considerable acreage he would hesitate
to do so.

9. Operating the hoes at an angle slightly out of
line with the drill tended to give a more ef-
fective cultivation at the slower tractor speeds.

10. These hoes were not effective against John-
son grass and other deep- rooted weeds. They
were quite effective against small pigweed.

11. Cotton up to 12 inches in height was not dam-
aged by rotary hoes operating at speeds of 5
miles per hour. Also, small plants just emerg-
ing were not damaged.

CULTIVATOR ARRANGEMENTS AND CULTIVATIONS

First Cultivation. The positions of sweeps, furrowers, and
disks are shown in Figure 1 as a suggested arrangement for
cultivation before irrigation. Barring -off disks are shown in
front, set 2 to 3 inches deep and 2 to 3 inches from the cotton
row for loosening the soil near the plants. These are followed
with 8 -inch sweeps set flat, slightly deeper than the disks and
nearer to the center. A 12 -inch furrower is placed behind the
rear wheel of the tractor to open the furrow and mulch the
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40"
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ROW

1 2" FURROWER
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IDISK
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1_ 2"TO 3"
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/Y4.`

PROFILE OF BED BEFORE FIRST CULTIVATION

SIDE SWEEP COVERS
SMALL WEEDS

S OULDER FORMED
BY FURROWER

DISK
SWEEPS

FURROWER

RELATIVE DEPTH SETTINGS

Figure 1. -First cultivation after planting and before first irrigation.

area packed by the wheel. As shown by the profile, shoulders
are built up by the furrower operating slightly deeper than the
sweeps (Plate II) . Eight -inch side sweeps can be used for cov-
ering weeds that are present in the drill row.

Second Cultivation. The arrangement of cultivator shovels
after the first irrigation but before cotton plants crowd out bar-
ring -off disks is shown in Figure 2. Disks are placed as in Figure
1, followed by 8- to 10 -inch sweeps 20 inches on centers and a
large 18 -inch sweep set fiat behind the rear tractor wheels (Plate
I) . The disks and sweeps remove the shoulders left from the
first cultivation and results in a broad flat furrow with hilled
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BEFORE

36"
TO
40"

8 "TO 10"
SWEEPS

--- 20'=H

AFTER

SHOU DER 'PLOWED OUT

DISK 10" SWEEPS

L1 b 18" SWEEP

RELATIVE DEPTH SETTINGS

Figure 2.- Cultivation after first irrigation before cotton crowds out disks.

plants as shown by the profile in the lower figure. The relative
position of the disks and sweeps at the bottom of the plate show
the disk set deepest and the 8 -inch sweeps the shallowest.

Third Cultivation. The arrangement in Figure 3 is used for
cotton 6 inches to 18 inches tall. Small shovels close to rows are
not used in bushy cotton because of interference. The 10 -inch
sweeps and large 18 -inch sweep leave the row profile much the
same as in Figure 2. The rear sweeps are built up to throw the
soil, leaving a larger furrow for irrigation. The relative positions
of the shovels and sweeps are shown at the bottom of the plate.
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o

18" BUS\ -UP SWEEP

10" SWEEPS

BEFORE AND AFTER CULTIVATION

ROW PROFILE

SWEEPS BUILT -UP SWEEP

RELATIVE DEPTH SETTINGS

Figure 3.- Cultivation arrangement for 6- to 8 -inch cotton plants

Fourth or Fifth Cultivation. Figure 5 shows the arrangement
for cultivation when plants will no longer allow for shanks near
the rows. Hilling disks are spaced to hill the plants resulting in
profiles shown by the bottom figures. Small sweeps in front of
the disks are optional but useful in hard ground. A built -up 20-
inch to 24 -inch sweep is placed behind rear tractor wheel tires
to open furrows. The disks should not be placed close together
until final cultivation.

Special Late Cultivation in Grassy Fields. An arrangement for
reaching under large bushy plants is shown in Figure 6. The
sweeps and disks used in previous cultivation are replaced by
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12" SWEEPS

PROFILE AFTet CULTIVATIOU

12 "SWEEPS
18-SWEEP

4a
RELATIVE DEPTH SETTINGS

Fgure 4. -A common cultivator arrangement for medium cotton before
final cultivation.

long -pointed knife sweeps that do not interfere with plants, as
shanks are some distance from the row. A large built -up sweep
is used in furrow as in the previous cultivations.

PRESENT TRENDS IN TRACTOR CULTIVATION PRACTICE

Lister openers are being replaced by built -up sweep openers
which pull easier, control the weeds just as effectively and do
not disturb the root system of the cotton plant. Sweeps of var-
ious kinds here mentioned are being used at present to replace
standard shovels. Sweeps are more effective on weeds and have
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Figure 5.- Cultivator arrangement for final cultivations.

less disturbing effect than pointed shovels. Wide furrows are
made near the end of the season by the aid of built -up sweeps.

Depth -gage wheels are not being used as extensively as in the
past, owing to the flexibility of the hydraulic lift. Depth of tools
can be changed at will by the operator without stopping the
tractor when equipped with hydraulic controls.

Less cultivation is being practiced to avoid packing and pud-
dling the soil especially in the furrows to aid in water penetra-
tion. Cultivation with only weed control or irrigation in mind
is the generally accepted practice.
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Figure 6.- Cultivator equipped with long - pointed knives to weed under
overhanging branches.

STOCK GRAZING AS A MEANS OF WEED CONTROL

Cattle are effective weeders in fields infested with grasses and
palatable weeds during the period from emergence until green
bolls begin to form on cotton plants. They do surprisingly lit-
tle injury to the cotton until they develop the taste for the green
bolls. Young stock is preferred at the rate of one head to 5 acres
for moderately infested fields. The fields should not be over-
stocked, as cattle will wander in search of food, injuring the cot-
ton plants. Fields with unpalatable weeds require some cultiva-
tion and smothering. Distortion of the beds by stock causes some
difficulty in irrigating and cultivating. The practice of stock graz-
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ing cotton fields has some merits, mainly, economical operation
and fair control of weed growth.

SUMMARY

1. Long periods without crop rotation and with improper plant-
ing, watering up, failure to practice improved methods and use
modern equipment contribute to weedy field conditions.

2. Overcrowding machinery and manpower during cultivation
will adversely affect weed control, as timing is a very important
factor.

2. Smothering with soil and shading by the crop are basic
principles of weed control in cotton fields.

4. Cultivate deeply when plants are small and shallowly dur-
ing the late cultivating period.

5. Delay cultivations after irrigation until weeds are well
started but not until soil breaks into large clods.

6. Use wide sweeps behind tractor wheels to slow down water
for better penetration.

7. Bar -off disks are useful in the early cultivating period as
they till the soil effectively without deep penetration.

8. Precede and follow hoeing operations with tractor cultiva-
tion and follow with irrigation.

9. It is difficult to smother grasses and perennial weeds but
growth can be delayed.

10. Cultivating too frequently packs the center between rows,
causing inadequate water penetration.

11. Avoiding complete saturation of the top of the bed will aid
in weed control.

12. Use a wide sweep behind each wheel set flat to cut two
inches deep if possible.

13. The use of built -up sweeps produces wide furrows superior
to narrow furrows made with listers.

14. All sweeps in the same relative position should be set alike
to produce a uniform bed.

15. Upon starting, the tractor should be immediately set at full
speed as effective action of the sweeps is not attained until normal
operating speed is reached.

16. Sweeps should be set flat and if additional soil is desired,
larger sweeps should be installed rather than increasing the
suction or depth.

17. Autumn storms will lodge rank cotton unless it is properly
hilled.

18. Full depth penetration at the time of the first cultivation
will prevent disturbance of new soil by later cultivations, thus
avoiding the renewal of the weed seeds in the upper layers.

19. Southern Upland cotton presents more difficult cultivation
problems than the Acala types because of its branching charac-
teristics.
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20. It is possible to cultivate in large bushy cotton by equip-
ping the tractor with split oil -drums for wheel guards and shield-
ing the cultivator with sheet iron.

21. The four -row tractor cultivator does not pack the fourth
row, resulting in its producing a higher yield though more care
must be taken when turning at the ends than with a two -row
type.

Bar
Bar -off

Blocking out

Centers or middles
Chopping
Depth control

Diamond points
Drill
Duck feet

Go- devils

Hiller disks

Hoeing

Jockey arch

Lister or furrowers

Openers

Plowing

Pointing rows

Revolving parts
Rig or gang
Rotary hoes

DEFINITIONS

Area in drill not cut out by cultivator tools.
Use of disks to cut close to the row of
plants or drill.
Removing blocks of plants in the row with
no attempt to thin plants to individuals
by passing the hoe through the drill at in-
tervals. This is an economical method of
thinning.
Area between plant rows.
A combination of thinning and hoeing.
Device for controlling depth of openers by
wheels or hydraulic lift.
Sharp, narrow shovels to cultivate deeply.
Row of plants.
Cultivator sweeps that scrape the centers
of the middles.
Long knives that cut from the middles to
the drill (reverse of slides) .

Same as bar -off disks only in reverse po-
sition.
A weeding operation generally, but may be
a cultural one.
Band to hold gangs together with some
flexibility.
Wide, full -faced cultivator tools that throw
considerable soil to each side.
Cultivating tools such as disks, sweeps or
shovels.
A loose term used in cotton areas for cul-
tivating.
Largely an irrigation term referring to re-
shaping beds torn down by the cultivator
near the head ditch.
Generally refers to disk -type cultivators.
Individual cultivator frames.
Special implements that can be used di-
rectly on the drill consisting of revolving
teeth curved backward.
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Shank or standard

Shields or fenders

Shovels

Slides or Sleds

Sweeps

Thinning
Weeding knives

Upright bar to support sweeps or shovels
or furrowers.
Plates to protect plants from being cut or
smothered by excessive soil.
Full -faced cultivator tools generally set
to 47 degree angle to move soil.
Special cultivator that uses long knives
attached to rigid fenders that slide along
the drill extending diagonally to the cen-
ter of the rows.
Flat type of cultivator tool with wing -like
sides that cut with a shearing action and
generally set flat and shallow.
The spacing of the crop plant in the row.
Half- sweeps for cutting close to the plants.
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